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YOUR HOMETOWN Lawyers

COMPREHENSIVE FULL-SERVICE LAW FIRM DEVOTED TO SERVING A BROAD

RANGE OF LEGAL NEEDS

How many times have you received a friend’s referral to a legal professional who isn’t geographically

convenient to you? How often have you decided that you didn’t want to travel any appreciable distance

no matter how strong the referral?

With the availability and increased usage of video conferencing, document sharing, e-signatures,

follow/forward of calls to mobile phones and other forms of electronic communication, all the attorneys

at Einhorn Barbarito are your HOMETOWN New Jersey attorneys, no matter where you are at this

time. What used to be a planned trip to the office (with business meetings or childcare that had to be

altered), can now be accomplished face to face with a video conference without ever leaving your

home or office. Computer screens can be shared to craft and co-edit documents without long email

chains. This enhances personal interaction between client and attorney and makes it more convenient

at the same time. Documents that only weeks ago were sent for signature in emails that required

printing, signing, rescanning, re-faxing or emailing now can be sent through secure electronic signature

portals to both enhance communication and ensure that your legal needs are met even during this

unprecedented time. Although our communities are sheltering at home, our lawyers remain completely

accessible. The advantages of being able to speak to your attorney face to face cannot be understated.

The personal interaction between client and attorney – so essential to the professional relationship –

and which is core to our firm’s culture, is still available at this time through technology. Confidentiality

is an ethical obligation and we take every action available to us to preserve and maintain it. We are

with you every step of the way.

Our firm handles a wide spectrum of cases, from the straightforward to the complex. We represent a

diverse base of clients from individuals and families to public and private companies, entrepreneurs

and long-standing institutions. Across the board, each client consistently receives an exceptional level

of service and legal counsel. Our multi-disciplinary team and exemplary support staff are using the
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tools available to provide counsel, and we are dedicated to providing the best possible outcomes for

all of our clients’ matters. You can contact us by phone, email, or you can set up a virtual consultation

or meeting, and our response will be prompt. We are here to be your advocates, and to offer our

knowledge, experience and approachability to help you through these times.


